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ABSTRACT: Water suppression is typically performedin vivo by exciting the longitudinal magnetization in
combination with dephasing, or by using frequency-selective coherence generation. MEGA, a frequency-selective
refocusing technique, can be placed into any pulse sequence element designed to generate a Hahn spin-echo or
stimulated echo, to dephase transverse water coherences with minimal spectral distortions. Water suppression
performance was verifiedin vivo using stimulated echo acquisition mode (STEAM) localization, which provided
water suppression comparable with that achieved with four selective pulses in 3,1-DRYSTEAM. The advantage of
the proposed method was exploited for editingJ-coupled resonances. Using a double-banded pulse that selectively
inverts aJ-coupling partner and simultaneously suppresses water, efficient metabolite editing was achieved in the
point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) and STEAM sequences in which MEGA was incorporated. To illustrate the
efficiency of the method, the detection ofg-aminobutyric acid (GABA) was demonstrated, with minimal contributions
from macromolecules and overlying singlet peaks at 4 T. The estimated occipital GABA concentration was consistent
with previous reports, suggesting that editing for GABA is efficient when based on MEGA at high field strengths.
1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

1H spectroscopy can provide detailed chemical informa-
tion about human tissues, because of its high sensitivity.1

To achieve consistently accurate quantification, high
quality water suppression is necessary. Various fre-
quency selective techniques have been used to achieve
water suppressionin vivo.2–6

Chemical shift selective suppression (CHESS),2 and
related water-suppression methods, use frequency selec-
tive prepulses followed by dephasing gradients to
minimize the waterz-magnetization prior to excitation.
Since these methods are applied during a small time prior
to excitation, the water signal may recover because ofT1

relaxation or spin exchange, and the overall pulse
sequence time is somewhat increased. Several variations
of CHESS have been introduced to further improve water

suppression,3,7–9such as DRYSTEAM (DRY Stimulated
Echo Acquisition Mode).3 DRYSTEAM uses several
frequency selective pulses combined with gradient
dephasing, which are applied prior to the first slice
selective pulse and duringTM (see Fig. 2A), to optimize
the suppression of a specific resonance. Modifications of
CHESS, in which flip angles, pulse shapes, interpulse
delays and/or dephasing gradient strengths are varied, can
improve the suppression of a given resonance for a
selected range ofT1 and B1 values.7–9 Empirical
adjustments of several frequency selective pulse flip
angles may be necessary to optimize water suppression.

Binomial pulses10 and variants thereof, can also be
used to achieve excellent water suppression as well as for
spectral editing. For instance, spectral editing of lactate
has been performed by subtracting the spectra acquired
with a binomial refocusing pulse from the spectra
acquired with a hard 180° pulse, which does not retain
the full water-suppression capability.11

We described previously the new solvent-suppression
sequence element MEGA,12,13 which can be placed
within any pulse sequence containing an element whose
function is to refocus transverse magnetization. MEGA
employs gradients surrounding the frequency selective
‘refocusing’ pulses to dephase transverse magnetization
(as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a simple spin echo sequence).
A detailed analysis and comparison of MEGA to related
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methods14–16 hasbeenpresented.12 Throughtheoretical
calculations and experimentalvalidation, we demon-
strated previously the following advantagesof the
sequenceelementMEGA: (1) It is relatively insensitive
to pulse flip angle errors of the frequency selective
pulses,becauseof RFfield inhomogeneitiesor inaccurate
pulsecalibration; (2) MEGA doesnot introducephase
distortionto spectralpeaksoff resonance;(3) MEGA is
easyto implementsincethe frequencyselectivepulses
are identical (180°s); (4) Inter-conversionof transverse
and longitudinal magnetizationdoes not occur when
MEGA is used.Here, the performanceof MEGA for
water suppressionis demonstratedin the simple Hahn
spin echo and the stimulated echo acquisition mode
(STEAM)17 sequences.

SinceMEGA watersuppressionreliesonapplyingtwo
180°s pulsesabouta refocusingpulse,it lendsitself to be
used for the editing of J-coupled spin systems.We
demonstratethe resulting efficiency for editing, for
GABA in the humanbrain usingdual frequencyediting
pulsesin thePRESS18 andSTEAM17 sequences.

EXPERIMENTAL

To demonstratethis solvent-suppressionscheme,MEGA
wasincorporatedinto a spinechosequence(Fig. 1). The

two frequencyselectivepulses(180°s), with their carrier
frequenciescenteredat the solventresonance,surround
the broadband 180° pulse. Asymmetrically placed
gradients(G1 andG2) areusedto dephasespinswithin
the bandwidth of the selective pulses. The spoiler
gradientson thethird axis(G3) areplacedsymmetrically
aroundthe180° pulsewhich generatestheprimaryHahn
spinecho.Spinsoutsidethebandwidthof the frequency
selectivepulsesare refocusedby the broadband180°
pulse.

MEGA (Fig. 1) was testedusing a 40cm horizontal
bore4.7T magnet(OxfordInsts.Ltd, Oxford,UK) with a
custom-built10.8cm gradientcoil interfacedto a Varian
console(Varian, Palo Alto, CA). A linear birdcageRF
coil was used to detect the signal from an 18mm
sphericalwater-filled phantom.The broadband90° and
180° pulselengthswere50ms and100ms, respectively.
For the180°s pulses,5 msGaussianpulseswereapplied.
Sine-shapedgradientswith a half cycledurationof 2 ms
(90 mT/m) ensuredcompletedephasingof the water
signal.

Implementation of MEGA water suppression in
STEAM, as illustrated in Fig. 2A was achievedon a 4
T horizontal (125cm boresize) whole body imaging
system(Siemens,Erlangen,Germany/Varian,PaloAlto,
CA), with a 33cm headgradientinsertanda quadrature
surface coil.19 FASTMAP20 based on the STEAM
sequencewas used for shimming. Sinc pulses (dura-
tion = 2 ms) wereusedfor slice selection,anda 27mL
voxel was localized in the posteriorhalf of the human
brain. The carrier frequency of the 180° Gaussian
frequency selective pulses (duration= 10 ms) was
centered on the water resonance.Trapezoid-shaped
gradients(27.5 mT/m, 1.5 ms duration) were usedfor
all water suppressionspoilers (G1–G3), which were
directly programmedinto the spectrometerpulse se-
quenceat thetime pointsindicatedin Fig. 2, without any
furtheradjustments.Thespacingof thesegradientpulses
was approximately27 ms and, thus, amountedto a b
valueof lessthan3.3s/mm2, causingnegligiblediffusion
weighting,sincethe diffusion constantD is typically on
the order of 10ÿ4 mm2/s in vivo.21–23 Eddy currentsor

Figure 1. The RF pulses and gradient waveforms required for
MEGA implemented in a Hahn spin echo sequence. The ¯ip
angle as of the frequency selective pulse is 180°. MEGA
gradients are indicated by G1, G2 and G3

Figure 2. The sequence element MEGA as implemented in STEAM is shown in A. Excitation pulses and gradient waveforms for
the PRESS sequence incorporating MEGA are illustrated in B. Gradients G1, G2 and G3 are used for MEGA implementation in
both sequences. For suppression of the water signal only, a single-banded frequency selective pulse is used
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patientmotion did not causeany problemsusing these
specificgradientvaluesand timing, which is consistent
with previous experience using DRYSTEAM with
b� 54 s/mm2.24 TM spoilers(dark shadingin Fig. 2A)
were6 msin duration(27.5mT/m, TM = 10 ms)andTE
was34 ms.

To test in vivo water suppression and editing
performance,MEGA was incorporatedinto the PRESS
and STEAM sequencesto acquire human brain J
difference edited spectraat 4.0 T. For the MEGA–
PRESSsequence(Fig. 2B), a 27mL voxel waslocalized
usinga 90° (duration= 2 ms)andtwo 180° (duration= 3
ms) slice selectivesinc pulses.Gradient strengthsfor
watersuppressionwere22 mT/m (1.5 msduration).The
spacingof thesegradientpulseswasapproximately54ms
and thusamountedto a b value of lessthan 4.5 s/mm2

causingnegligible diffusion weighting. In the MEGA-
STEAM sequence(Fig. 2A), a 27mL voxel was also
localized using 90° slice selectivesinc pulses.Spoiler
gradientsfor the MEGA–STEAM sequencewere 27.5
mT/m. Double-bandedfrequencyselectivepulses(dura-
tion = 20ms)wereusedfor watersuppressionandediting
in the MEGA–STEAM and MEGA–PRESSsequences.
Thedouble-bandedpulsesweregeneratedfrom Gaussian
pulsesasdescribedpreviouslyfor aclinical system,25 for
which thecapabilityto generatephase-modulatedpulses
is sufficient. Eight subjectswere studied after giving
informed consentaccordingto proceduresapprovedby
the Institutional Review Board. Subjectswere placed
supine into a cushioned head holder without any
restraintsfor all studies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The B1 insensitivity of MEGA was evaluated by
acquiring water spectra from an 18mm water-filled
phantom.TheRFpowerof thefrequencyselectivepulses
was varied in 0.5 dB incrementsusing the sequence
shownin Fig.1.Excellentsuppressionof thewatersignal
wasstill achievedwithin 1.5dB from theoptimalsetting,
which demonstratedthe insensitivity of MEGA to flip
angle errors (not shown). Assuming a perfect 180°
broadbandnon-selectivepulse,andthatas is theeffective
flip angleof the selectivepulse,12 the theoreticalsignal
dependenceis cos4(as/2).

To demonstratetheabsenceof phasedistortion,phase
sensitive spectrawere acquired in which the carrier
frequencyof thesepulseswas varied from ÿ1000 to
�1000Hz about the water resonance,in 50Hz incre-
ments. As shown in Fig. 3, the phaseof the water
resonancewas constantthroughout,demonstratingthat
watersuppressionwith MEGA avoidssignaldistortion.
Onresonance,asuppressionfactorof 3000wasestimated
in a singlescanusingMEGA.

To demonstratethe usefulnessof the method for
clinical spectroscopyin the human brain, water-sup-

pressedspectrawere acquiredin severalsubjectsusing
the MEGA–STEAM sequenceshown in Fig. 2A. A
representativespectrumacquiredfrom a voxel in the
occipital lobe is presentedin Figure 4A (TE= 34 ms,
TM = 10 ms,TR= 3 s).Excellentwatersuppressionof at
least 3000 was achieved,as judged from the residual
water signal, which was smaller than the major 1H
metabolite peaks. These results were comparedwith
those obtained using the 3,1-DRYSTEAM sequence
(TE= 34 ms, TM = 33 ms, TR= 3 s) implementedas
describedpreviously.24 The residualwatersignal in the
spectrumacquiredwith 3,1-DRYSTEAM was compar-
able(Fig. 4B), butexceedsthelargestpeakof theMEGA
spectrum in Fig. 4. Furthermore, 3,1-DRYSTEAM
required much longer calibration times for two RF
calibrationsprior to dataacquisitionthanMEGA, andto
achieve that result, TM was much longer for 3,1-
DRYSTEAM. Although CHESS should, in principle,
provide undistortedwater line shapesand phases,it is
alsointerestingto notethatwhenusingCHESS,thewater
resonancecanhaveadispersiveline shapeandanegative
amplitude. Theoretical calculations and experience
showedthat neither is presentfor the proposedwater-
suppressionscheme.On the other hand, the minimal
achievableTE using MEGA for water suppressionis
longerthanthat obtainedusingDRYSTEAM. However,
this is not a limitation for the majority of clinical
spectroscopyapplicationsin whichintermediateandlong
TE timesof 135or 270msareused.Forexample,a20ms
GaussianRF pulseresultsin a suppressionbandwidthof
100Hz when used in MEGA, which will not affect
chemical shifts below 3.7ppm. Thus, choline groups
(Cho), creatine (Cr), N-acetyl-aspartate(NAA) and
lactate can be measuredat 1.5 T without intensity
distortion,andwith only a small reductionin acquisition

Figure 3. Offset characteristics of MEGA. To demonstrate
that phase sensitive spectra do not exhibit phase distortion
outside the bandwidth of the frequency selective pulses, the
frequency of the selective pulses in MEGA was varied in
50 Hz increments (�1000 Hz) about the water resonance.
Spectra were acquired without signal averaging using
TE = 32 ms and TR = 3 s
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time whenacquiringfull echoes.Sincethe inhomogene-
ity of the tissue scales with magnetic field, the
performanceof MEGA at 4 T can be taken as an
indication of its expectedperformanceat 1.5 T when
implemented in techniques such as chemical shift
imaging of larger regions than the 27mL used here.
RelativelyshortTE timesarepossiblewith MEGA, asis
demonstratedin thewater-suppressedspectrumacquired
with a TE of 34 ms(Fig. 4A).

MEGA canbeusedto suppressseveralresonancesby
applyingmulti-bandedpulses.25,26Thesequenceelement
MEGA requiresthat the flip anglesfor the frequency
selectivepulsesareidentical(180°s) anddoesnot require
ascarefulcalibrationsasthosefor CHESS,or variantsof
CHESS.As a consequence,shortercalibrationandscan
timesmay be achievedusingMEGA for watersuppres-
sion. The use of two 180° frequencyselectivepulses
requirestwice the RF power of four 90° pulsesof the
same shape. However, soft water-suppressionpulses
contribute an insignificant fraction of total power
depositionin thesesequences.

To illustratetheefficiencyof MEGA for simultaneous
watersuppressionandediting,MEGA wasincorporated
into PRESS,as illustrated in Fig. 2B. We demonstrate
editing of g-aminobutyric acid (GABA), an inhibitory

neurotransmitterwhich may be of critical importancein
neurodegenerativediseasessuch as epilepsy,Hunting-
ton’s disease,maniaandschizophrenia.In the occipital
lobe, approximately 1–1.5mM GABA concentrations
have been reported.27–29 Detection of g-aminobutyric
acid is difficult in vivo since the small GABA triplet
resonanceat 3.02ppmunderliestheintensecreatine(Cr)
methyl peak at 3.04ppm,30 and signals from macro-
moleculescan also be edited.27,31,32The GABA triplet
resonanceat 3.02ppmcanbeobservedin vivo27–30,33–36

throughJ differencespectralediting.37

With the MEGA scheme,spectralediting of GABA
was achievedby using double-bandedGaussian180°s

pulses (duration= 20 ms). With one band set to the
resonancefrequency of water, the water signal was
suppressedas in the standardMEGA scheme.With the
secondbandsetto 1.90ppm(theresonancefrequencyof
theprotonscoupledto the3.02ppmprotons),J evolution
of the outer triplet peaksnear3.02ppm wasrefocused.
Thesymmetriccounterpartof this pulse,setto thewater
resonanceand7.54ppm,suppressesthewaterresonance,
but does not refocus J evolution for the GABA
resonancesat 3.02ppm. In other words, during odd-
numberedacquisitions,theGABA resonanceat1.90ppm
wasflipped180° by thedouble-bandedpulsesto refocus
J evolutionat 3.02ppm.During even-numberedacquisi-
tions, J evolution of the GABA resonanceat 3.02ppm
wasnot refocusedandthus,thephaseof theoutertriplet
signals was inverted at TE= 1/J (68 ms). Thus, the
difference of the acquiredspectraprovided an edited
spectrumof GABA (3.02ppm), as in similar editing
techniques,although water was suppressedsimulta-
neously.The creatine(Cr) methyl resonancewas not
affectedby thefrequencyselectivepulsesin eitherof the
two acquisitions. As a consequence,the intense Cr
resonance(3.04ppm),which obscurestheg-CH2 GABA
triplet at 3.02ppm, was eliminated using difference
spectroscopy.Completeelimination of resonancesnot
coupledto theregionat 1.9ppmwasverifiedin phantom
spectra(not shown). Elimination of spin systemsnot
havinga couplingpartnerat approximately1.9ppm can
alsobeverified in vivo from thecompleteeliminationof
myo-inositol, Cho and NAA aspartyl resonancesat
2.7ppmandthecreatinemethylenepeakat 3.93ppm.

A J differenceedited spectrumof GABA, acquired
from a voxel in the human visual cortex using the
MEGA–PRESSsequence(Fig. 2B), is shownin Fig. 5.
Thecreatineresonanceat3.04ppmwaseliminatedusing
difference spectroscopy.Tentatively, the resonanceat
3.02ppmwasassignedto theg-CH2 GABA triplet, since
(1) themeasuredin vivo linewidthof 22Hz is in excellent
agreementwith that measuredin a phantomspectrum
(21Hz), which was line broadenedsuch that the Gly
linewidth matched that of creatine in vivo; (2) the
chemical shift of this resonance(3.02ppm) coincides
with that measuredin the phantom; and (3) residual
signalcontributionsof creatineto the peakat 3.02ppm

Figure 4. A: Spectrum acquired from a human brain using
the MEGA±STEAM sequence shown in Fig. 2A (TE = 34 ms,
TM = 10 ms, TR = 3 s, voxel size = 27 mL, NEX = 64, 1 Hz line
broadening, total acquisition time = 3.2 min). The carrier
frequency of the selective pulses was placed on the water
resonance. Note that excellent suppression of the water
resonance was achieved without distorting the phase of
resonances outside the selective pulse bandwidth. B: For
comparison, a 3,1-DRYSTEAM spectrum was acquired from
the same subject and location using a TR = 3s, TE = 34ms
and TM = 33ms (NEX = 64), and using identical processing.
Note that the water peak of this spectrum extends well
above the highest peak of the MEGA spectrum shown in A
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caused becauseof subtraction errors in vivo, were
consideredunlikely, sincethe latter had a linewidth of
21Hz, which was at least 14Hz broader than that
typically measuredfor creatine.ThenegativeNAA peak
in Fig. 5 occursbecauseof thefinite bandwidthof the20
ms Gaussianpulsesappliedat 1.90ppm, which causes
somereductionin NAA signal in oneof the subspectra.
The glutamateH4 at 2.37ppm, and the H2 intensity at
3.76ppm, wereattributedto partial editing becausethe

sameeffect occurredfor the frequencyselectivepulses
on theglutamateH3 couplingpartnerat 2.1ppm.

Unfortunately,a nearbymacromolecule(MM) reso-
nance at 1.7ppm may also coedit its ‘J-partner’ at
approximately3.0ppm,27 despitetheuseof narrowband
frequencypulsesto selectivelyexcitetheb-CH2 GABA
resonanceat1.90ppm.To ascertainwhetherexcitationof
the MM resonanceat 1.7ppm causedsignificant co-
editingof theMM resonance,which overlapswith theg-
CH2 GABA triplet at 3.02ppm, severalspectrawere
acquiredusingtheMEGA–STEAM sequence(Fig. 2A),
using the samedouble-bandedpulses(20 ms duration)
placedon thewaterresonanceand476Hz on eitherside
of thewaterresonanceasabove.To determineif theMM
peakcontributesto theGABA resonanceat 3.02ppm,an
inversionpulsewasappliedprior to theMEGA–STEAM
sequence.SinceMM havea substantiallyshorterT1 than
metabolitesat 2.1 T38 as well as at 4 T (unpublished
results),the inversiontime wasadjustedto minimize the
creatineresonance.SincetheT1 valuesof metabolitesare
typically comparable,the GABA resonancebecomes
minimal asthecreatineandNAA signalsareminimized.
With an inversion pulse designedto null the creatine
resonanceapplied prior to MEGA–STEAM, mostly
resonanceswith shorter T1 than that of creatine and
NAA (i.e.macromoleculesandlipids) wereevidentin the
spectra.

Theresultsof theseexperimentsareillustratedin Fig.
6. TheGABA editedspectrumin Fig. 6A, acquiredusing
MEGA–STEAM (Fig. 2A), showstheGABA resonance
at 3.02ppm and glutamateresonancesbetween2.1 and

Figure 5. An edited spectrum from a voxel in the occipital
area of a human subject acquired using MEGA±PRESS (Fig.
2B). Parameters for the displayed spectrum are : TE = 68 ms,
TR = 3 s, voxel size = 27 mL, NEX = 64, total acquisition
time = 6.4 min

Figure 6. A series of in vivo spectra acquired using the MEGA±STEAM sequence shown in Fig. 2A. Parameters for the displayed
spectrum include: TE = 68 ms, TM = 15 ms, TR = 3 s, voxel size = 27 mL, total acquisition time = 6 min for B and C, and 13 min
for A and D. The GABA edited spectrum is shown in A. To demonstrate that the peak at 3.02 ppm is primarily attributable to the
GABA triplet, a pre-inversion pulse was applied in order to null the metabolite signals (in B and C). In B (with pre-inversion) the
double-banded frequency selective pulse is applied at the water resonance and at 1.90 ppm. In C (with pre-inversion), the
double-banded pulse is placed on the water resonance and 7.54 ppm. The macromolecule resonance is visible at 2.98 ppm in B
and C. The difference spectrum of B and C is shown in D. The metabolites are nulled and the resonance at 3.02 ppm is well
suppressed
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2.4ppm. In Fig. 6B, an inversionpulsethat minimized
thecreatineresonancewasplacedprior to theotherwise
identical MEGA–STEAM sequence.The pre-inversion
pulsewasalsoappliedto acquirethespectrumshownin
Fig. 6C,but thedouble-bandedpulsewassetto thewater
resonanceand 7.54ppm. The excellent quality of
inversioncanbe judgedfrom the NAA null. In Fig. 6B
andC,aMM resonanceis clearlyobservableat2.98ppm,
whichwasdistinctfrom theGABA positionat 3.02ppm.
The differencebetweenthe spectrain Fig. 6B andC, is
illustrated in Fig. 6D. The metabolitesare nulled (note
theminimizationof theNAA peak,andalmostcomplete
suppressionof the resonanceat 3.02ppm), which
suggestsimprovedediting becauseof increasedspectral
resolution at 4.0 T. The almost completenull of the
tentative GABA peak at 3.02ppm, its adequateline-
width,andthedistinctchemicalshift of thepertinentMM
resonance(2.98ppm), support the assignmentof the
resonanceat 3.02ppmto GABA.

Preliminary GABA concentrationsestimatedin four
subjects,usingtheMEGA–STEAM andMEGA–PRESS
sequences,were�1.2mM relativeto 10mM Cr assuming
identical T1 and T2 values.This value is in excellent
agreementwith previouslyreportedresults,27,28,29which
further supports the validity and efficiency of the
proposededitingmethod.Watersuppressionandediting
wasreproducibleandcomparablewith thatshownin Figs
4,5,6.All GABA intensityestimationswerebetween0.8
and1.4mmol/g.

In conclusion, excellent water suppressioncan be
achievedwith MEGA without distortingthephaseof the
peaksof interest.It is alsorobustwith respectto B1 field
inhomogeneitiesand T1 relaxation.Thesepropertiesof
MEGA maybeadvantageousfor selectivesuppressionin
many sequences,including chemicalshift imaging,39,40

at intermediateandlongechotimes.Themethodcanalso
beusedto editcoupledspinsystemsin minimalsequence
time when using multi-band suppressionpulses, as
demonstratedfor thespinsystemof GABA in thehuman
brain.
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